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trigger the access of the local physical clock, which constitutes
a nondeterministic operation. PBFT exploited the application
semantics of NFS to identify this nondeterministic operation
and designed a control mechanism accordingly. Furthermore,
PBFT also identiﬁed the requests that do not modify the
server’s state based on the knowledge of the application semantics of NFS, and designed a mechanism for these read-only
requests so that they are not totally ordered. Since PBFT, many
other mechanisms and algorithms have been developed to
facilitate the adoption of Byzantine fault tolerance techniques
for practical distributed systems by exploiting application
semantics at different levels. In this article, we provide an
overview of these works and refer to this line of research
work as application-aware Byzantine fault tolerance. Detailed
discussions on individual works can be found in [1].

Abstract—Byzantine fault tolerance has been intensively studied over the past decade as a way to enhance the intrusion
resilience of computer systems. However, state-machine-based
Byzantine fault tolerance algorithms require deterministic application processing and sequential execution of totally ordered
requests. One way of increasing the practicality of Byzantine
fault tolerance is to exploit the application semantics, which
we refer to as application-aware Byzantine fault tolerance.
Application-aware Byzantine fault tolerance makes it possible
to facilitate concurrent processing of requests, to minimize the
use of Byzantine agreement, and to identify and control replica
nondeterminism. In this paper, we provide an overview of recent
works on application-aware Byzantine fault tolerance techniques.
We elaborate the need for exploiting application semantics for
Byzantine fault tolerance and the beneﬁts of doing so, provide a
classiﬁcation of various approaches to application-aware Byzantine fault tolerance, and outline the mechanisms used in achieving
application- aware Byzantine fault tolerance according to our
classiﬁcation.

This paper makes the following contributions:
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I.

•

We present a strong argument that it is not practical
to treat the sever application as a black box when
replicating it for Byzantine fault tolerance and, that
it is essential to exploit the application semantics. In
addition to performance overhead and replica consistency issues, we identify scenarios when the replicated
system may deadlock if all requests must be executed
sequentially according to a total order.

•

We provide a classiﬁcation of various applicationaware Byzantine fault tolerance approaches based on
the levels of application semantics that were exploited.

•

We outline the mechanisms designed for achieving
application-aware Byzantine fault tolerance according
to our classiﬁcation. These mechanisms could serve
as a guideline when building dependability solutions
for new systems.

I NTRODUCTION

Autonomous mission-critical computer systems must be
made resilient against both hardware failures and cyber attacks.
Byzantine fault tolerance has been intensively studied over
the past decade as a way to help achieve this goal [1].
Highly efﬁcient Byzantine fault tolerance algorithms have
been developed [2], [3], [4]. Speculative execution of partially ordered requests helps further minimize the end-to-end
latency [5]. However, standard state-machine-based Byzantine
fault tolerance algorithms require deterministic application
processing and sequential execution of totally ordered requests.
We argue that these constraints would impede the adoption
of the Byzantine fault tolerance techniques in practice, for
example:
•

Practical systems often involve nondeterministic operations when they execute clients’ requests, and the
states of the replicas would diverge if the application
nondeterminism is not controlled.

•

Sequential execution of all requests to the replicated server often results in unacceptable low system
throughput and long end-to-end latency.

II.

Byzantine fault tolerance algorithms designed for statemachine replication, such as PBFT [2] and Zyzzyva [4],
concern only the total ordering of requests to be delivered to
the replicated server replicas. Hence, such algorithms can be
used by any application as long as the replicated component
acts deterministically as a state machine, i.e., given the same
request delivered in the same total order, all replicas would
go through the same state transitions (if any), and produce
exactly the same reply. However, this does not mean that we
should treat each application as a black box and employ a
Byzantine fault tolerance algorithm as it is by totally ordering
all requests and executing them according to the total order. In
the following, we present three major motivations for taking
an application-aware approach to Byzantine fault tolerance.

To overcome these issues, the application semantics must
be tapped, as demonstrated by the ﬁrst seminal work on
modern Byzantine fault tolerance, PBFT [2]. In PBFT, a
networked ﬁle system (NFS) is replicated for Byzantine fault
tolerance. Some requests to the replicated NFS server would
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A. Reduce Runtime Overhead

Requests with
Basic Operations
Based on Types of
Operations on State Objects

There are two main types of runtime overhead introduced
by Byzantine fault tolerance algorithms:
1)

2)

Requests with
Complex Operations
Application-Aware
Byzantine Fault Tolerance

Communication and processing delays for each remote invocation due to the need for total ordering
of requests, which impacts the end-to-end latency as
seen by a client.
The loss of concurrency degrees at the replicated
server due to the sequential execution of requests,
which impacts the system throughput (i.e., how many
requests can be handled by the replicated server per
unit of time).

Session-less
Interactions
Based on Relationship
between Requests

Session-Oriented
Interactions

Fig. 1.

it is essential to ensure the safety and integrity of a Byzantine
fault tolerant system.

By exploiting application semantics, we can introduce the
following optimizations:
•

•

Classiﬁcation of application-aware Byzantine fault tolerance.

III.

Reducing the end-to-end latency by minimizing the
total ordering of requests. There is no need to totally
order read-only requests (i.e., requests that do not
modify the server state). For some stateless sessionoriented applications, source ordering (instead of total
ordering) may be sufﬁcient for all requests [6].

C LASSIFICATION OF A PPLICATION -AWARE
B YZANTINE FAULT T OLERANCE

As shown in Figure 1, application-aware Byzantine fault
tolerance (AA-BFT) can be classiﬁed based on the following
two criteria.
The ﬁrst criterion concerns the operations performed at
each replica while executing a request sent by a client. We
assume that the operations access one or more state objects.
We classify the AA-BFT approaches based on whether or not
the operations on state objects are limited to basic or complex
types.

Enabling concurrent processing at the server replicas
for some requests. Independent requests can be delivered and processed concurrently. Similarly, commutative requests can be delivered and processed
concurrently. Doing source ordering alone for requests
also increases the system throughput.

–

Basic operation: An operation is basic provided that
it is a read or write operation on a state object, or the
creation or deletion of an object. Furthermore, if the
operation is write or create, the value of the object
is set deterministically, i.e., it is either provided by
the client that issues the request, or set by the system
deterministically. Note that the create operation may
effectively access two state objects (one of them is
the object created as the result of the create operation).
When an object factory is used, or the object is created
within a speciﬁc hierarchy such as within a particular
directory, the create operation will inevitably access
both the object factory or the parent directory, and the
object created.

–

Complex operation: it refers to an operation beyond
basic operations, such as increment and decrement
for integer numbers, and append or truncate for text
strings. We also consider an operation complex if it
sets a new value to a state object nondeterministically,
such as using the local clock value or using a value
produced by a pseudo random generator.

B. Respect Causality and Avoid Deadlock
General purpose Byzantine fault tolerance algorithms are
designed for simple client-server applications where the clients
do not directly interact with each other and send requests to the
replicated server independently. For multi-tiered applications
with sophisticated interaction patterns [7], the basic assumption
for these Byzantine fault tolerance algorithms may no longer
hold and hence, if used in a straightforward manner, may lead
to two problems: (1) causality violation, when the total order
imposed on two or more requests is different from their causal
order and, (2) deadlocks, when sequential execution of requests
is imposed when concurrent processing of some requests is
mandatory according to the application design [8]. In these
cases, application semantics must be tapped to discover the
causal ordering between requests and identify what requests
must be delivered concurrently. Otherwise, the integrity and
the availability of the system will be lost.
C. Ensure Strong Replica Consistency

The second criterion concerns whether or not the context
to which the request belongs is considered. The context, if it
is present, correlates a number of requests issued by the same
or different clients within the same session. If a request is
issued within such a session, the representation of the context
is typically included in the message. If the context is not
considered (or there is no such context), requests from different
clients are assumed to be sent independently.

State-machine replication requires that the replicas behave
deterministically when processing requests. However, many
applications involve some form of nondeterministic operations,
such as taking a timestamp and accessing a pseudo random
number generator. Without the knowledge of application semantics, it is usually impossible to know whether or not
a request would trigger a nondeterministic operation [9]. If
such nondeterministic operation is not controlled, the states
of the replicas might diverge and the replicas might produce
different replies to the client. Hence, exploiting application
semantics not only helps in minimizing the runtime overhead,

We ﬁrst discuss the resulting two categories using the ﬁrst
criterion. We then elaborate the implications of the context
as used in the second criteria. Furthermore, we assume that
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the application is designed to execute concurrent requests
with multiple threads, such as in a thread pool, for maximum
throughput as well as for the capability of handling multiple
concurrent clients.

m2
Process A

Process B

m3

m1

A. Requests with Basic Operations
Server

For this category, the relationship between different requests is determined by the target state objects and the corresponding operations. Two requests are considered dependent
with each other if they access at least one common state object
and the operation on that object from any of the requests is a
write operation. Otherwise, requests are considered independent.

Fig. 2. A scenario that two requests might be causally related. In this example,
m3 might causally depends on m1 , hence, m3 must be ordered and delivered
after m1 is processed.

according to the order in which they are received at the
primary). Furthermore, for concurrent requests, they may be
batched together for total ordering. Of course, the requests sent
by the same client are ordered according to the order in which
they were sent to preserve causality.

Note that for a write or a create operation, we assume
that the new value is determined deterministically. Furthermore, create operations are independent from each other, and
similarly delete operations are independent from each other.
However, create and delete operations must be totally ordered
with respect to each other (i.e., they are considered dependent
with each other).

For requests sent within a session, however, they may be
correlated. Furthermore, session-oriented applications typically
are multi-tiered. This correlation among the requests imposes
the following constraints on the ordering and handling of
requests:

For requests that are dependent with each other, they
must be delivered and executed sequentially according to
some total order at all nonfaulty replicas to ensure strong
replica consistency. Independent requests, on the other hand,
can be delivered and executed concurrently with respect to
each other. Note that a request might be independent of one
or more requests, however, it might be dependent on some
other requests and such dependency must be preserved during
execution.

•

Total ordering of requests must respect causality: The
most obvious constraint due to requests correlation
is that the replicas can no longer impose a total
order according to the order in which the requests are
received because doing so might violate the causal
ordering among the requests. Consider the example
scenario shown in Figure 2. If process A issues a
request m1 to the server replicas and subsequently
sends a request m2 to process B (i.e., A sends m2
prior to receiving the reply for m1 ). Subsequently,
process B issues a request m3 to the server replicas.
It is apparent that m1 must be ordered ahead of m3
because m3 might depend on m1 .

•

Forced concurrent processing: In multi-tiered applications, nested remote invocations are common. If two
or more replicated servers issue nested invocations to
each other in response to requests sent from their
clients, as shown in Figure 3, the nested requests
must be delivered and executed prior to the initial
requests are fully processed. Dictating a total order
for the requests from the clients and those for nested
invocations could lead to deadlocks.

B. Requests with Complex Operations
For this category, a request may be involved with basic
as well as complex operations. The dependency among the requests can be analyzed in a similar manner as that for requests
with basic operations by classifying complex operations into
read-oriented and write-oriented types. However, such analysis
is not adequate.
Even if two requests access the same object with at least
one of them engaging in a write-oriented operation, they might
not be conﬂict with each other depending on the complex
operations involved. For example, if both requests are involved
with the increment operation on the same state object, they
are considered commutative and hence, can be delivered and
processed concurrently.
The complexity of the operation could also require additional mechanisms to ensure strong replica consistency. For
example, if either the value to be returned to the client, or
the new value to be assigned to the state object is determined
based on the reading of the local clock, or on the output from a
pseudo random number generator, additional mechanisms are
needed to ensure that all nonfaulty replicas decide on the same
value [10].

Client 1

UpdateMyData()

Service A

NestedUpdate()

C. Session-Oriented Interactions

Client 2

For session-less interactions between the clients and the
server replicas, the requests are assumed to be sent independently. Hence, the replicas may determine a total order
of the requests sent by different clients arbitrarily (usually

UpdateMyData()

NestedUpdate()

Service B

Fig. 3. A scenario that could lead to deadlock without concurrent processing
of requests to the replicated servers. In this example, the remote invocation
N estedU pdate() must be processed concurrently with remote invocation
U pdateM yDate() to avoid deadlock at the replicated server.
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1) Read-only requests: The ﬁrst mechanism to optimize
the performance of Byzantine fault tolerant systems for this
type operations is described in PBFT [2]. If it is known that
a request will not change any of the state objects, i.e., it is a
read-only request, it can be delivered at a replica immediately
without being totally ordered ﬁrst. To ensure that the client
reads from at least one nonfaulty replica, it collects f + 1
matching replies from different replicas before it delivers
the reply. If tentative execution is employed for speculative
execution at the replicas, the client would need to collect 2f +1
matching replies before it delivers the reply, and in case when
the client fails to collect 2f + 1 matching replies, it resends
the request as a non-read-only request.

On the other hand, the correlation among the requests
within a session also offers additional opportunities for optimization, which we will introduce in the next section.
IV.

A PPLICATION -AWARE B YZANTINE FAULT
T OLERANCE M ECHANISMS

In this section, we describe the mechanisms used in AABFT for various applications. We ﬁrst outline the system model
used in these mechanisms. Then we describe the mechanisms
in three parts. In the ﬁrst two parts, we elaborate the mechanisms designed for basic operations, and those to accommodate
complex operations. These mechanisms are applicable to both
session-less and session-oriented applications, respectively. In
the third part, we present the mechanisms designed speciﬁcally
for session-oriented application, regardless of the type of
operations (i.e., basic or complex).

2) Requests partitioning: Requests can be partitioned if
they operate on disjoint state objects. Typically, requests can be
separated based on some simple measure, such as an identiﬁer
contained in the request, without complicated dependency
analysis (as shown in Section IV-B3). Requests that belong
to different partitions can be executed concurrently and may
be handled by different groups of server replicas for scalability.
This approach is seen to be employed in farsite [13], as well
as in Byzantine fault tolerant Web services coordination [14],
[15].

A. System Model
All AA-BFT mechanisms described below are based on the
system model introduced in PBFT [2], or with straightforward
extension for session-oriented interactions. It is assumed that
the mechanisms are operating in an asynchronous distributed
system, and all messages exchanged are protected by unforgeable digital signatures or message authentication code.

3) Dependency analysis: The ﬁrst systematic mechanism
to handle this type of requests (beyond read-only requests)
is introduced in [5]. The center piece of the mechanism is a
predeﬁned concurrency matrix that can be used to determine
whether or not two requests are independent based on the
operation and argument (representing the state object to be
accessed) speciﬁed in the request. The message delivery is
controlled by a parallelizer component that is sandwiched
between the Byzantine agreement layer (for message total
ordering) and the server application (referred to as executor
in [5]), as shown in Figure 4.

For client-server applications, the server is replicated with
sufﬁcient replication degrees. For multi-tiered applications, one
of the middle-tier servers or the backend server is replicated
in the same way as the client-server applications except
that a replica may issue nested requests to, and receive the
corresponding replies from, other components in the system.
For simplicity, we assume that some Byzantine fault tolerance algorithm such as PBFT [2] are directly used at each
replica to reach Byzantine agreement on the message total
ordering and other values if necessary, although the task of
Byzantine agreement can be separated out and provided as a
service by a separate cluster [11].

The parallelizer dynamically tracks the dependency of
totally ordered requests according to the concurrency matrix.
The concurrency matrix is populated based on applicationspeciﬁc rules. To facilitate concurrent execution of requests,
it is assumed that each replica runs a pool of worker threads

Parallelizer

m4

m2

m3

Research on requests with basic operations is heavily inﬂuenced by techniques developed for transaction processing [12],
in particular, the concurrency control theories. This is not
surprising because the problem layout for requests with basic
operations is rather similar to that for transaction processing. It
is intuitive to identify and handle read-only requests differently
from requests that modify the server state so that the endto-end latency for read-only requests is minimized. Requests
that might modify one of more state objects are analyzed for
potential dependency based on the type of operations (e.g., read
or write) and target state objects. In a conservative approach
introduced in section IV-B3, a partial order is imposed on the
requests that allows independent requests to be processed in
parallel. A special case is requests partitioning, where requests
that operate on disjoint state objects can be separated based on
some simple measure and handled concurrently without further
dependency analysis.

Idle

Worker Thread

B. Requests with Basic Operations

Idle

Executor (Server Application)

next_request()
remove_request()

Concurrency
Matrix

Being
Executed

To Be Executed

insert()

Agreement
Layer

Fig. 4.
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Ordered
Request

The parallelizer and its interaction with other components.

2) Replica Nondeterminism: Some simple location-speciﬁc
nondeterminism can be masked by using a wrapper function.
The wrapper translates location-speciﬁc values such as process
id to a group-wide id, which ensure strong replica consistency.
This practice has been long used to build replication-based
fault tolerance systems [19] and is used in [20] as an extension
to PBFT. The use of a wrapper does not introduce any
additional communication step.

that actively fetch ordered requests from the parallelizer.
When a Byzantine agreement on the total order of a
request is reached, the method insert() of the parallelizer is
invoked and the request is placed in the ”to-be-executed” queue
according to the total order. When a worker thread is launched,
it invokes the next_request() method to block waiting
for the next request to execute. If a worker thread ﬁnishes
executing a request, it invokes the remove_request()
method so that the parallelizer can remove the request from
its ”being-executed” queue. Subsequently, the worker thread
invokes the next_request() method to fetch a new request
to execute. When the next_request() method is called,
the parallelizer ﬁrst checks if the ”to-be-executed” queue is
empty. If true, the parallelizer blocks the call. Otherwise, the
parallelizer decides on when to return the next request in the
following way:
•

If the ”being-executed” queue is empty, the parallelizer retrieves the request at the head of the ”to-beexecuted” queue and returns it immediately.

•

If the ”being-executed” queue is not empty, the parallelizer retrieves the request at the head of the ”tobe-executed” queue and consults with the concurrency
matrix to see whether or not the request has a conﬂict
with any of the requests in the ”being-executed” requests. If the request is independent from all requests
in the ”being-executed” queue, the parallelizer returns
it immediately. Otherwise, the parallelizer must wait
until all conﬂicting requests in the ”being-executed”
queue have been removed before returning the request.

In [9], a classiﬁcation of replica nondeterminism beyond
simple wrappable types is provided and a set of mechanisms for controlling replica nondeterminism is presented.
The classiﬁcation is based on two criteria: whether or not
nondeterministic operations and their associated values can
be determined prior to the execution of a request, or whether
or not nondeterministic values decided by one replica can be
veriﬁed by another replica. Some of the nondeterminism can
be controlled by adding one more communication step to the
Byzantine agreement step for the request to ensure that all
nonfaulty replicas make the same nondeterministic decisions.
Other nondeterministic decisions must be controlled via an
extra Byzantine agreement round.
D. Session-Oriented Interactions
In this section, we describe the mechanisms used to address
the two potential issues we identiﬁed in session III-C and
the mechanisms to improve the performance by exploiting the
correlation among requests with a session.
1) Preventing Causality Violation: The causality violation
issue might arise only when clients communicate directly with
each other without the knowledge of the replicated server.
In multi-tired session-oriented applications, this may happen
frequently. For example, in a Web services atomic transaction
or business activity, participants often communicate with each
other as well as with the coordination service [14], [15]. In
these applications, the causality of requests is often reinforced
at the application level, e.g., a request is queued until the
one that precedes it is received [14], [15]. Therefore, for
applications that have provisions for causality detection and
enforcement, the causality violation issue goes away if we
allow concurrent delivery of requests.

C. Requests with Complex Operations
In addition to the mechanisms designed for handling requests with basic operations, current research has focused
on the following two aspects of complex operations: (1)
commutative requests and (2) replica nondeterminism.
1) Commutative requests: If some requests are commutative while others are conﬂicting with each other, the mechanism described in Section IV-B3 can be easily modiﬁed to
accommodate commutative requests. More speciﬁcally, the entries corresponding to the commutative requests will be labeled
as none-conﬂicting. No additional changes are required.

2) Avoiding Deadlocks: The problem can be resolved with
concurrent delivery of requests that have parent-children relationship using the mechanism described in [8].

The above approach would require the total ordering of
all requests. In [16], an algorithm was designed such that
commutative requests are not totally ordered and it may take
as few as two communication steps to handle such requests.
There are two tradeoffs, however. First, it requires the use of
5f + 1 to tolerate up to f faulty replicas. Second, speculative
execution of requests is involved and if the speculation on the
ordering of a request is wrong, the execution would have to
be rolled back and the recovery might be expensive.

3) Source ordering: For some multi-tiered applications
with replicated middle-tier server and a backend server managing all persistent state, it is argued in [6] that maintaining
source ordering of requests is sufﬁcient due to the commutativity of the operations at the replicated middle-tier server, or due
to the constraint imposed by the database server. Furthermore,
only 2f + 1 middle-tier server replicas are needed to tolerate
up to f faulty replicas. A client, as well as the backend server,
must collect f + 1 matching reply messages or nested request
messages to deliver the reply or request.

One way to systematically ensure that all requests to a
service are commutative is to implement the service using
commutative (or convergent) replicated data types [17]. In this
case, it is possible to synchronize the state of the replicas only
when it is necessary or periodically, as described in [18].

4) Deferred agreement: A session by deﬁnition deﬁnes
the beginning and the ending of an interaction between a
group of participants. For some requests received at the
replicated server, their total ordering can be determined right
before the end of the session, thereby, reducing the runtime
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overhead. Deferred agreement is different from the batching
mechanism used in general purpose Byzantine fault tolerance
algorithms [2]. Batching is done to the group of requests
that arrive concurrently, while deferred agreement applies to
requests received over time during a session.

[5]

As described in [15] in the context of Web services atomic
transactions coordination, the registration requests sent by
participants of a transaction are delivered right away without
total ordering at the coordinator replicas. When the transaction initiator decides to commit a transaction, a registration
update phase is started at the coordinator replicas to exchange
the registration requests each replica has received. A replica
initiates the ﬁrst phase of the two phase commit when it has
collected registration records from 2f + 1 (out of a total of
3f + 1) replicas (including itself). The replica then build a
superset of the registration set, and initiates the ﬁrst phase of
the two phase commit. At the end of the ﬁrst phase, a replica
performs a round of Byzantine agree on the registration set as
well as the transaction outcome. When a Byzantine agreement
is reached, a replica proceeds to the second phase of two phase
commit.

[7]

[6]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

For long sessions, it is also possible to periodically synchronize the state of the replicas, as did for collaborative
editing sessions [21].
[12]

5) Requests partitioning: Typically, requests that belong
to different sessions are handled by different state objects at
the middle-tier server in a multi-tiered application where the
middle-tier is replicated for Byzantine fault tolerance. Hence,
requests can often be simply partitioned based on sessions
(more speciﬁcally, using the session id contained in the request
messages) at the middle-tier server [6].
V.

[13]

[14]

C ONCLUSION
[15]

In this paper, we presented an overview of applicationaware Byzantine fault tolerance techniques. We pointed out
that it is essential to tap the application semantics to build
practical solutions for Byzantine fault tolerance. In particular,
we argued that application semantics not only can be used to
improve the runtime performance, it is necessary to preserve
the causality relationship of the requests and avoid potential
deadlocks, as well as to control replica nondeterminism. Furthermore, we provided a classiﬁcation of different approaches
to application-aware Byzantine fault tolerance, and outlined
existing and potential approaches in the context of the classiﬁcation.

[16]

[17]

[18]
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